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In August 2017, the Norfolk City Jail entered a modified Intergovernmental
Service Agreement (IGSA) with Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) to allow immigrants in ICE custody to be temporarily held by the Jail.
A combination of Jail documents with a case study from Fairfax County
shows the need to end this partnership.
The Legal Aid Justice Center has summarized findings to show that the
Norfolk Sheriff’s Office has the discretion to end its relationship with ICE.
Background and Internal Documents from FOIA Request
Prior to the Trump administration, the Norfolk City Jail had no formal agreement to work with ICE. But on
August 1, 2017, the Jail modified an existing intergovernmental agreement with the US Marshals Service to
add the capability for ICE detentions, at the existing rate of $44.50 per day, with the understanding that no
ICE detention would last longer than 72 hours.

Modification of Intergovernmental Agreement with US Marshals to include ICE detainees, effective August 11, 2017
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Internal communications released through a FOIA request suggest confusion about the nature of this
partnership. For example, in October 2017, after the Norfolk City Jail rejected an ICE detainee who had no
warrant against him, ICE clarified that they were requesting Norfolk to routinely hold immigrants without
warrants, based solely on ICE internal detention forms:

ICE Regional Officer claiming that only ICE forms are necessary to allow detention at the Jail on October 11, 2017
Later, in a November 2017 e-mail, Norfolk ICE officer David M. Gritte thanked the Jail for its partnership and
the ability “to drop bodies close to the office.” The ICE officer’s gratitude for the partnership remained a
common theme throughout the released communication.

ICE Regional Officer appreciating the ability “to drop bodies close to the office” on November 27, 2017
The Jail/ICE partnership ramped up in Summer 2018, when ICE officer David Gritte advised Norfolk Chief
Deputy Sheriff Michael O. Toole that ICE would be conducting statewide raids in July 2018 and would need
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more space over two weeks that month. ICE cited “increased southern border apprehensions” as a reason
to ask for a change in their terms. These increased apprehensions coincide with the spike in migrant
detention caused by the Trump administration’s implementation of its “zero tolerance” policy and family
separation, a policy that tore thousands of children from their families.
In other words, ICE was filling up its own detention beds with parents who had recently been forced away
from their children at the border, and so needed more detention beds in order to continue to arrest
immigrants in Virginia; and Norfolk approved an expansion in detention. At precisely the time when ICE’s
inhumane family separation policy was dominating the news cycle, Sheriff Baron chose to blow the lid off of
the 72-hour policy and allow longer-term immigration detention at his Jail. He did this without advising
Norfolk city leaders or the public, who were kept in the dark about this until it was reported some six months
later.

Approval of waiver to go above 72-hour limit for ICE detention at the Jail, signed by Norfolk Sheriff’s office on June
27, 2018
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Preemptive announcement of “large scale [ICE] operation” to take place in July 2018
The statewide raids became known as “Operation Eagle’s Shield” – the largest set of ICE raids in Virginia
history – and the detention of immigrants in Norfolk stretched past two weeks and into months that summer.
ICE made 132 arrests through Operation Eagle’s Shield and the Jail registered a sharp increase in
immigrant detentions. The majority of these arrests were not targets of any ICE investigation, but rather
“collateral arrests” of people who were not even being sought by ICE and had no criminal history known to
the agency.

ICE detainees at the Norfolk Jail, showing sharp increase in late Summer 2018. (source)
Sheriff Baron was willing to go past the 72-hour limit originally agreed upon, as shown in the signed request
approved on June 27, 2018. These detainees were held in Norfolk for weeks, evidenced by the “bump” that
lasted through September, the deadline Sheriff Baron gave for the amendment. After September, detention
decreased and the 72-hour limit was re-established, as it remains officially through today.
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Norfolk City Jail Going Out of Its Way for ICE
While the details of the partnership are essential in establishing the Norfolk City Jail’s discretion in modifying
or ending their partnership with ICE, their communications show the Jail went out of its way for the federal
agency. Under the IGSA, the Sheriff’s Office temporarily holds immigrants who are already in ICE’s custody.
The Sheriff’s Office, however, voluntarily chose to continue detaining immigrants who were eligible for
release on their state charges based on nothing more than ICE’s requests, which were issued in the form of
“ICE detainers.” In two known instances in fall 2017, Norfolk Sheriff’s Deputy Teana Armstrong emailed ICE
notifying them that an immigrant inmate was set to be released but would be “held for ICE only” past their
release date.

Sheriff’s Office notifying ICE of extended detention of an immigrant on September 27, 2017

Sheriff’s Office notifying ICE of extended detention of an immigrant on October 4, 2017
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This practice of holding immigrant detainees past their release date was declared unconstitutional by the
Virginia Attorney General in 2015, and is currently being challenged in a class-action lawsuit by Legal Aid
Justice Center against the Sheriff of Culpeper County.
Sheriff Baron’s Discretion and Fairfax County Example
Central to the Norfolk City Jail’s partnership with ICE is Norfolk City Sheriff Baron’s discretion in beginning,
modifying, clarifying, or ending the partnership, as evidenced by the timeline in the released documents.
Within the state of Virginia, we have a proper parallel in the termination of Fairfax County’s contract with
ICE last year.
On May 23, 2018, Sheriff Stacey Kincaid of Fairfax County terminated the Fairfax Sheriff’s Office IGSA with
ICE to hold immigrant inmates “past their release date unless an ICE administrative request to detain the
inmate is accompanied by a criminal detainer issued by a court.” While the specifics of the partnership were
not the exact same as Sheriff Baron’s partnership with ICE, there is a core similarity in the discretion
exercised by the Fairfax Sheriff’s Office. Sheriff Kincaid reduced the extent of collaboration with ICE by
ending the partnership, but she made it clear that the contract was not necessary “to comply with all federal
obligations as they pertain to ICE” and that continuing the contract required them “to extend [their]
resources beyond these obligations.”
The partnership between the Jail and ICE was born through full discretion of the Norfolk Sheriff’s Office, as
evidenced in the FOIA document samples above. It was a modification of an existing contract with the US
Marshalls, and the partnership can end in the same way without interfering with federal obligations, as
shown in the Fairfax example.
Impact on Immigrant Community
As reported by the Virginian Pilot, an estimated 1,200 immigrants in ICE custody have been held at the Jail
from August 2017 through December 2018. Prior to the article release, “most or all of the ICE detainees
held at the Norfolk jail had not had a hearing before a judge.” Additionally, detainees that have seen a judge
might have only seen an immigration judge, and not a judge in traffic or criminal court. Last month, the
Washington Post reported a whopping 59% of detainees in ICE custody on February 9, 2019 had no
criminal history.
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The combination of these factors creates a grey area open to arbitrary decisions by ICE, and the
documented history of the Jail and ICE’s partnership shows such a lack of transparency that not even city
government officials outside of the Sheriff’s Office knew of the partnership. The lack of transparency means
that the immigrant community of Virginia is left at the mercy of a federal agency with little accountability,
while facilitated by local collaboration through the Norfolk City Jail.
Conclusion
The impact of family separation in the hands of ICE is a well-known public matter that has spurred calls from
communities across Virginia and the US to hold ICE accountable and end local government collaboration
with the agency. The timing of Jeff Sessions’ announcement of “zero tolerance” at the border, which gave
way to family separation at a massive scale in 2018, and ICE’s ramped-up use of Norfolk City Jail’s facilities
is not lost on the immigrant advocate community of Virginia. Legal Aid Justice Center joins Norfolk residents
in calling on Sheriff Baron to exercise his discretion to end the modified Norfolk City Jail IGSA that allows
ICE to hold immigrant detainees in its custody.
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